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Abstract Mini arrays are commonly used for infrasonic and seismic studies. Here we report for the first
time the detection and mapping of distant lightning discharges in the sky with a mini array. The array has
a baseline to wavelength ratio ∼4.2 ⋅ 10−2 to record very low frequency electromagnetic waves from 2
to 18 kHz. It is found that the mini array detects ∼69 lightning pulses per second from cloud-to-ground
and in-cloud discharges, even though the parent thunderstorms are ∼900–1100 km away and a rigorous
selection criterion based on the quality of the wavefront across the array is used. In particular, lightning
pulses that exhibit a clockwise phase progression are found at larger elevation angles in the sky as the result
of a birefringent subionospheric wave propagation attributed to ordinary and extraordinary waves. These
results imply that long range lightning detection networks might benefit from an exploration of the wave
propagation conditions with mini arrays.
1. Introduction
Lightning locationnetworks use a set of radio receivers to detect andgeolocate cloud-to-ground and in-cloud
dischargeprocesses associatedwith thunderclouds [e.g.,Nagetal., 2015; Rakov, 2013, and references therein].
The geolocation of a lightning discharge is based on the extraction of a significant feature from its elec-
tromagnetic waveform that is found above a trigger threshold. The arrival time differences of this feature
between pairs of receivers are subsequently used to determine the source location that is found at the best
possible intersection of the hyperbolas with constant time, or distance, differences between receiver pairs
[e.g.,Risonetal., 2016;Wuetal., 2014; Stocketal., 2014;Betzetal., 2004;Dowdenetal., 2002;Cumminsetal., 1998;
Mazur et al., 1997; Lee, 1986; Lewis et al., 1960, and references therein]. The separation between the receivers
in these lightning location networks is determined by the service area and the frequency, or wavelength, of
the recorded electromagnetic waves. Typical baseline to wavelength ratios vary in the range from ∼10 to
10,000 (e.g., compare Tables 1 and 2 inNag et al. [2015]). For example, very large baseline towavelength ratios
are associated with global lightning detection networks [Mallick et al., 2014; Said et al., 2013; Jacobson et al.,
2006; Rodger et al., 2006]. More recently, lightning location networks with baseline towavelength ratios∼1–2
were developed [Lyu et al., 2014; Mezentsev and Füllekrug, 2013; Bitzer et al., 2013]. One novel application of
these lightning detection networks is the remote sensing of high peak current in-cloud lightning discharges
and initial stepped leaders that might be associated with the generation of terrestrial gamma ray flashes
[Lyu et al., 2016, 2015; Cummer et al., 2015, 2014; Stanley et al., 2006]. In addition, a small aperture array with
an extremely small baseline to wavelength ratio ∼8.4 ⋅ 10−2 has been used to map radio noise sources in the
sky [Füllekrug et al., 2015a, 2014]. This novel technique enabled the identification of a birefringent lower
D region ionosphere that causes a splitting of the wave propagation path, where the ordinary wave is unaf-
fected by the geomagnetic field and the extraordinary wave penetrates deeper into the ionosphere at larger
altitudes as a result of its interaction with the geomagnetic field [Budden, 1961]. Experimental evidence for
ordinary and extraordinary very low frequency radio waves was recently inferred from the resolution of two
distinct source locations in the sky separated by central angles∼0.2∘–1.9∘ [Füllekrug et al., 2015b]. This angu-
lar resolution was found to be limited by fluctuations in the lower D region ionosphere on the microsecond
time scale rather than by the fundamental limit imposed by the timing accuracy of the radio receivers in the
array. The aim of this contribution is to identify practical implications of this initial work formapping lightning
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discharges in the sky, i.e., to determine whether birefringent subionospheric wave propagation plays a role in
long range lightning detection, where the lightning discharges are >1000 km away.
2. Mini Array
This study uses amini array to explore the physical limits of long range lightning detection. The array consists
of N=10 radio receivers that are randomly scattered across an area ∼1 km2 on Charmy Down airfield near
Bath in the United Kingdom. The irregular spacing between the instruments results from logistic constraints
and accessibility to the area. The largest distance between a receiver pair is 1.26 km, i.e., the baseline b of the
array [Mezentsev and Füllekrug, 2013]. The mini array measures the electric field strength with a sampling fre-
quency of 1 MHz, i.e., at a temporal resolution of 1 μs with an accuracy ∼20 ns [Füllekrug, 2010]. Exemplary
measurements on 13 May 2011, from 15:00:00 to 15:00:10 UT are extracted from the original recordings. The
seemingly short duration of 10 s is chosen because it enables an analysis without the need for high per-
formance computing. The recordings are used to investigate transverse electromagnetic waves that sweep
across the array in Δt=b∕v=4.2 μs when v is the speed of light c, but the electromagnetic waves can also
appear to the array with an apparent velocity v=c∕ cosΘ when they arrive from an elevation angle Θ such
that Δt=b cosΘ∕c<4.2 μs [Rost and Thomas, 2002]. The measurements are filtered with a bandwidth of
±8 kHz around the center frequency f =10 kHz with a wavelength 휆≈30 km such that the baseline to wave-
length ratio is b∕휆≈ 4.2 ⋅ 10−2. This type of mini array with an extremely small aperture enables a sampling
of the wavefront with subwavelength precision because one wavelength sweeps across the array in ∼100 μs.
The phases of the electromagnetic waveforms are referenced to the start time of the recordings by multipli-
cation with e−i휔t , where 휔=2휋f is the radian center frequency. The resulting complex electric field strengths
yn inferred from the nth receiver at the location rn is then related to the electromagnetic source field E and
the wave model by
yn(t) = E(t)e−ik(t)rn , n = 1, 2…N. (1)
The solution of this system of equations results in the wave number vector k(t), the electromagnetic source
field E(t) = |E(t)|ei휙(t) in amplitude |E(t)| and phase 휙(t), and the spatial coherency coh(t) of the electromag-
netic source field across the array for each individual time step with a resolution of 1 μs
coh =
|||||| 1N
N∑
n=1
yne
ikrn|yneikrn |
|||||| =
|||||| 1N
N∑
n=1
En|En|
|||||| =
|||||| 1N
N∑
n=1
ei휙n
|||||| =
|||||| 1N
N∑
n=1
cos휙n + i sin휙n
|||||| (2)
[Füllekrug et al., 2014; Schimmel and Paulssen, 1997], where En and휙n are the electromagnetic source field and
its phase at each receiver after a correction of the original recordings for the phase delay k(t)rn caused by
the time varying wave number vector. A spatial coherency of 1 means that the source field is a plane wave
that is consistently recorded at each individual receiver across the entire array. Lower spatial coherencies indi-
cate small scale ripples along the wavefront that are caused by either the source mechanism or the varying
properties of the medium along the wave propagation path from the source to the array.
3. Lightning Detection
Transient electromagnetic pulses from distant lightning discharges occur intermittently, superimposed on a
more continuous electromagnetic background radiation from a variety of origins. Thus, an event is detected
by a trigger that discriminates the wanted lightning signal against the unwanted background. For example, a
trigger could use an amplitude threshold or the spatial coherency of the electromagnetic source field.
3.1. Amplitude Threshold Trigger
The envelope of the electromagnetic source field |E|=√E2re + E2im is composed of the real and imaginary part
Ere and Eim. These envelope amplitudes exhibit relative maxima caused by lightning discharges (Figure 1,
left). The significance of the relative maxima can be estimated by comparison with an amplitude distribution
calculated from a purely random process. Here we simulate a random amplitude distribution of the electro-
magnetic source field by use of the source field spectrum at each receiver. While the spectral amplitudes of En
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Figure 1. Electromagnetic source field and its quality. (left) Transient electromagnetic pulses from lightning discharges cause electric field strengths with
an envelope that exhibits distinct relative maxima with a varying degree of prominence. Ten relative maxima exceed a threshold of 85 μV/m and five maxima
exceed 250 μV/m. Larger relative maxima generally exhibit larger wavefront qualities (line color). Five relative maxima have a quality between 1 and 2 (circles),
(four relative maxima have a quality between 2 and 3 (crosses), and one relative maximum has a quality between 3 and 4 (star). It is surprising that the pulse
at ∼3.4 ms has a larger quality than the pulse at ∼1.0 ms even though it has a smaller amplitude. The maximum of the secondary pulse at ∼ 1.2 ms has a quality
of ∼2.95 slightly below the quality threshold while some parts of the rising and falling edge of the waveform have qualities >3. This is possible because the
quality can vary during individual lightning pulses (inset). (right) The wavefront qualities of lightning pulses vary in the range from ∼0.5 to 4 and the average
quality generally increases with the electric field strength (solid line). The most likely quality is found near the fix point for the quality of the spatial coherency
(plus). The average quality from a simulated random process is calculated for comparison and it varies only slightly with the electric field strength (dashed line).
are preserved, the phases of the spectrum are scrambled by a randompermutation prior to an inverse Fourier
transform to calculate the simulated source field Ên. The resulting randomamplitudes are Rayleighdistributed
f (|Ê|, 휎) = |Ê|
휎2
exp
(
− |Ê|2
2휎2
)
, (3)
where 휎 is the standard deviation of Êre and Êim because both are normally distributed. The comparison with
theobservedamplitudedistribution f (|E|) shows that all amplitudes>85μV/m from lightningpulses aremore
likely to occur than the amplitudes >85 μV/m from a random amplitude distribution. This cross over point
could be used as an amplitude threshold trigger [Chrissan and Fraser-Smith, 2000]. In this case, 35% (∼0.9 휎)
of the observed amplitudes would be significant. A more stringent amplitude threshold would be to use the
largest 10% (∼1.6 휎) of the amplitude distribution which corresponds to an amplitude threshold >250 μV/m
(Figure 1, left). However, neither of these amplitude thresholds takes into account the quality of the signal
that is determined by the spatial coherency of the source field across the array.
3.2. Spatial Coherency Trigger
It is found that the transient electromagnetic pulses from lightning discharges recorded with the mini array
typically have spatial coherencies that vary in the range from0.9000 to 0.9999 because thewavefronts exhibit
little variation across the mini array. These spatial coherencies are much larger than the spatial coherencies
that are expected from random spatial coherencies as can be inferred from the following assessment. The
spatial coherencies of a random process are determined by uniformly distributed phases 휙n in equation (2)
that result in normally distributed real and imaginary parts cos휙n and sin휙n with a standard deviation 1∕
√
2.
This standard deviation is further reduced by 1∕
√
N when the real and imaginary parts are averaged over N
receivers such that the final standard deviation is 휎coh=1∕
√
2N ≈ 0.22 for N=10. The absolute value of the
coherency calculated from the averaged real and imaginary parts is then Rayleigh distributed with the most
likely coherency cohmax= 휎coh and the mean coherency cohmean = 휎coh
√
휋∕2≈ 0.28, both of which are much
smaller than the observed spatial coherencies for the transient electromagnetic pulses from lightning dis-
charges. It is therefore convenient to define a measure for the quality q of the spatial coherency of the
electromagnetic source field across the array, i.e., how flat the wavefront is
q = log10
1
1 − coh = − log10(1 − coh). (4)
This quality of the wavefront translates the measured spatial coherencies from 0.9000 to 0.9999 to quality
values from 1 to 4 (Figure 1). It is interesting to note that equation (4) is transcendental with a fix point for
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the quality qc= coh that has the solution qc≈ 0.86 obtained from a fixed point iteration (Figure 1, right). The
quality of this fix point is used as a reference trigger threshold for the detection of lightning pulses with the
mini array.
3.3. Comparison of Amplitude and Quality
The amplitude threshold trigger can be compared to the quality trigger by use of their bivariate distribu-
tion function (Figure 1, right). It is found that the quality generally increases with increasing amplitudes. The
maximumof this bivariate distribution function is coincidentally found close to the fixpointqc of the transcen-
dental equation (4). From this comparison alone, the use of either threshold triggermight be considered to be
sufficient for lightning detection. However, it is more rigorous to compare the bivariate distribution function
to the bivariate distribution function inferred from the simulated randomized electromagnetic source field
calculated in section 3.1. In particular, this bivariate distribution function helps to estimate the significance s
of possible trigger thresholds by use of the inverse error function
s =
√
2 erf−1
(
1 − n
N
)
, (5)
where erf is the error function [Arfken and Weber, 2005], n is the number of simulated random samples that
exceed the trigger threshold,N is the total numberof randomsamples, andp=n∕N is theprobability to exceed
the trigger threshold. For example, the fix point qc corresponds to a significance at the ∼3.8 휎 level, or the
chance of one out of 6911 qualities from the simulated randomized electromagnetic source field to exceed
qc. The same significance ∼3.8 휎 level is obtained for an amplitude trigger threshold ∼0.5 mV/m that would
unnecessarily disqualify a large number of signals with high quality wavefronts. As a result, it is more rigorous
to base the detection of lightning pulses solely on the quality of the wavefronts, i.e., without using amplitude
trigger thresholds, to map lightning discharges in the sky as described in the following section.
4. Lightning Mapping
Transient electromagnetic pulses from lightning discharges are extracted from the recordings when the rel-
ative amplitude maxima exhibit large wavefront qualities that vary in the range from 3 to 4 such that their
significance is well beyond any doubt. The prominence of concurrent relative amplitude maxima is used to
reject a very minor fraction (2.8%) of lightning pulses from the subsequent analysis. During the recording of
10 s length, 692 transient electromagnetic pulses from lightning discharges are detected. The pulse rate of
∼69 per second is larger than the global lightning flash rate ∼44 per second [Christian et al., 2003] because a
lightning flash could be composed of multiple strokes. In addition to the relative maximum, concatenating
samples that precede the relative maximum on the rising edge and samples that follow the relative maxi-
mum on the falling edge are also used for the mapping of lightning pulses in the sky if their qualities vary in
the range from 3 to 4. On average,∼150 concatenating samples per maximum are detected such that∼103.8
thousand samples are included for the mapping of lightning pulses in the sky by use of their wave numbers.
4.1. Mapping in the Wave Number Domain
Thewavenumbers inferred fromequation (1) aremeasured in the east-west andnorth-southdirections ke and
kn such that k=
√
k2e + k2n . These wave numbers are subsequently normalized 휅e=ke∕km and 휅n=kn∕km with
respect to the limiting wave number km= k0 ⋅ 1.25, where k0=휔∕c is the reference wave number for elec-
tromagnetic waves in vacuum, 휔 is the radian center frequency of the wave, c is the speed of light, and the
constant 1.25 is inferred from the lowest elevation angles observed in the sky [Füllekrug et al., 2015a]. The
wave numbers are finally mapped on individual pixels in the normalized wave number plane 휅e × 휅n with a
resolution Δ휅=0.1. This cumulative two-dimensional distribution function of lightning pulses F in the wave
number plane exhibits a scatter of natural origin that ismuch larger than the small scatter imposedby the tim-
ing accuracy of the radio receivers in the array [Füllekrug et al., 2015b]. The observed scatter can be reduced
by use of an impulse response, or point spread, function H that is determined by the standard deviation 휎휅 of
the normalized wave numbers
H(휿, 휎휅) =
1
2휋
√|C| exp
(
−1
2
휿TC−1휿
)
, (6)
where C is the covariance matrix with 휎2휅 as diagonal elements and |C| is its determinant. The convolution
of F with the inverse of the point spread function H−1 results in a sharpened image Z in the wave number
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Figure 2. Maps of lightning discharges in the sky. (left) The mapped lightning pulses occur at several arrival azimuths that are associated with prominent
thunderstorms in northern Spain, southern France and Italy and smaller storms over the Atlantic and the North Sea. Some lightning pulses occur at elevation
angles above the horizon (solid line). The longitudes are separated by 45∘ (vertical dotted lines) with geographic directions labeled ’E’, ’N’, ’W’ and ’S’. Two
longitudes cannot be seen because they fall on the left and right edge of the hemisphere as a result of the perspective. The latitudes are located at the elevation
angles 60∘ and 82∘ (horizontal dotted lines) as inferred from the coordinate transformation used for the mapping. (right) Most lightning pulses exhibit a
counterclockwise phase progression in the constellation diagram of the real and imaginary part of the electromagnetic source field, but 14% of the lightning
pulses exhibit a clockwise phase progression (colored lines). Lightning pulses with a clockwise phase progression occur at larger elevation angles (inset) when
compared to all lightning pulses (compare to left). The larger elevation angles are attributed to extraordinary electromagnetic waves that are affected by the
geomagnetic field.
domain Z = F ∗ H−1 that is more conveniently calculated as a fraction z= f .∕h, where .∕ is the element-wise
matrix division and the lower case symbols represent quantities in the two-dimensional Fourier domain. For
example, the image Z is represented in the Fourier domain by
z(u, v) =
N−1∑
n=0
M−1∑
m=0
Z(nΔ휅,mΔ휅)e−i2휋(un∕N+vm∕M) (7)
[Gonzalez andWoods, 2008].
4.2. Mapping in the Sky
The arrival azimuths of the electromagnetic waves emitted by lightning discharges are determined by
Φ = arctan(kn∕ke)=arctan(휅n∕휅e) measured in the interval [−휋,+휋] with respect to the east direction. In
theory, the elevation angle Θ of electromagnetic waves emitted by lightning discharges is determined by
cosΘ = k∕km = 휅 [Füllekrug et al., 2015a; Rost and Thomas, 2002]. In practice, however, the wave numbers
are determined with an unconstrained Gaussian method of least squares such that 휅 is normally distributed
with numerical values 휅>1. As a result, cosΘ is normally distributed such that the elevation angles inferred
from the nonlinear transformation Θ = arccos(휅) are not normally distributed and are imaginary for 휅>1.
It is therefore advantageous to choose a transformation of coordinates tomap lightning discharges in the sky.
For example, the transformation 휅′ = 1 − 휅 maps the range 휅 ∈ [0, 2] to the interval 휅′ ∈ [1,−1] such that
Θ′=휋∕2 − arccos 휅′ is an almost linear measure for 88% of the interval with the remaining 12% at large ele-
vation angles >70∘ where no signatures from lightning discharges occur during the observation period. The
resulting map of lightning in the sky exhibits five centers of lightning activity that correspond to prominent
thunderstorms in northern Spain, southern France, and northern Italy and smaller storms over the Atlantic
near Ireland and the North Sea near Denmark (Figure 2, left), as confirmed by lightning detection networks
operated by Méteorage in France and the MetOffice in the UK around the time of the recordings [Mezentsev
and Füllekrug, 2013].
4.3. Wave Propagation
The mapping of lightning discharges with the mini array offers the unique opportunity to study the medium
inwhich the electromagneticwaves from lightningdischarges propagate. For example, some lightningpulses
exhibit a clockwise phase progression in the constellation diagram, whereas other lightning pulses exhibit a
counterclockwise phase progression (Figure 2, right). The direction of the phase progression is determined by
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d휙∕dt = 휔a = 2휋fa, where fa is the apparent, or instantaneous, frequencymeasured relative to the center fre-
quency 10 kHz. For example, an electromagnetic wave with a dominant frequency of 12 kHz has an apparent
frequency of 2 kHzwith a counterclockwise phase progression and an electromagnetic wavewith a dominant
frequency of 8 kHz has an apparent frequency of −2 kHz with a clockwise phase progression. It is found here
that 97 of the 692 recorded lightning pulses with a clockwise rotation (14%), i.e., smaller dominant frequen-
cies, appear at larger elevation angles in the sky when compared to all lightning discharges (Figure 2, right,
inset). These larger elevation angles were previously attributed to a birefringent wave propagationwhere the
extraordinarymode is affected by the geomagnetic field such that the electromagnetic waves are reflected at
larger altitudes andmore strongly attenuated than the ordinarymode that is not affectedby thegeomagnetic
field [Füllekrug et al., 2015b; Budden, 1961]. Many lightning pulses exhibit a counterclockwise rotation during
the rising edge of the waveform and a clockwise rotation during the falling edge of the waveform. This result
is in agreement with the observation that waveforms of lightning discharges often exhibit a leading high
frequency component followed by a low frequency component of the waveform [e.g., Dowden et al., 2002,
Figure 12]. The results therefore indicate that the trailing sky wave contributions embedded in the electro-
magnetic waveforms are affected by the geomagnetic field during their reflection at the lower D region
ionosphere.
5. Summary and Conclusions
A mini array was successfully used for the first time to map distant lightning discharges in the sky and to
discriminate between two different wave propagation paths that result from a birefringent lower D region
ionosphere. The baseline to wavelength ratio of the mini array ∼4.2 ⋅ 10−2 is much smaller than what is nor-
mally used by lightning detection networks. This unique capability enables a sampling of the wavefront with
subwavelength precision to determine the quality of the wavefront which is a rigorousmeasure of the spatial
coherency for electromagnetic source fields sweeping across the mini array. The relatively large number of
event detections∼69/s shows that lightning pulses associatedwith cloud-to-ground and in-cloud discharges
are observed at distances ∼1000 km as previously reported in the scientific literature [e.g., Enno et al., 2016,
and references therein]. The results obtained here therefore imply that long range lightning detection net-
works are affected by wave propagation conditions that can be determined, and perhaps mitigated, by the
use of mini arrays toward an improvement of long range lightning detection. Such a long range lightning
detection network composed ofmini arraysmight need to take into account possible distance dependencies
of the wavefront quality and apparent frequency that remain to be determined in future studies.
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